We offer more than the right part. We offer the right solution — for you.

Contact your dealer to learn more. kpijc.com/dealer-locator
Phone 800-766-9793
Why PDQ?

Our exclusive PDQ best-fit product line is rooted in our mission to be continuously devoted to meeting our customers’ needs.

We offer thousands of after-market parts that are engineered for a wide range of aggregate equipment.

We believe in putting as much care into our PDQ parts as our OEM parts, which is why we guarantee them in the exact same way with a 6-month, 1,000-hour warranty.

Price

Your operation is constantly pushed to its limits and asked to produce more with less. With KPI-JCI and Astec Mobile Screens’ continually-growing collection of PDQ parts, you’ll receive high-performance, after-market parts at competitive prices.

Dependability

Keeping your equipment up and running is vital to your operation’s bottom line. Our PDQ parts line and specialized team of in-house engineering experts are capable of meeting any part need. We support our PDQ parts the same as our OEM product line with 24/7 service for minimal downtime. Our devotion to maximizing the life of your equipment through quality parts leads to a worry-free operation.

Quality

Unlike will-fitters, who simply copy a design and make it fit, we utilize our strengths as an established American manufacturer – one with in-house design teams, experienced engineers, innovative product development and true manufacturing capabilities.

KPI-JCI and Astec Mobile Screens proudly supplies our customers with the right parts at the right time at the right price.

Cedarapids®/EJJay® Wear/Repair Parts

- EJJay® Cone Crushers
- Cedarapids® Cone Crushers
- EJJay® Horizontal Screens
- Cedarapids® Horizontal Screens
- Cedarapids® Jaw Crushers
- Cedarapids® Feeders
- Cedarapids® Impact Crushers

Eagle® Wear/Repair Parts

- Eagle® Fine Material Washers
- Eagle® Coarse Material Washers
- Eagle® Log Washers

Track-Mounted Parts

- Powerscreen® idlers
- Powerscreen® pulleys
- Powerscreen® bearings
- Other Powerscreen® plant components

Conveyor Componentry

- Belt cleaners
- Reducers
- Bearings

Manganese Liners

- Multiple lines of jaw and cone crushers

Engineered Solutions

- Redesign of conveyor drives
- Retrofitting log washers
- Other custom solutions

Nothing in this advertisement should be taken as a claim that Kolberg-Pioneer, Inc., Johnson Crushers International, Inc. or Astec Mobile Screens (KPI-JCI-AMS) are affiliated with, sponsored by or licensed by Terex Corporation and Cedarapids, Inc., manufacturers of ELJAY™, CEDARAPIDS® and POWERSCREEN® products, or Eagle Iron Works, manufacturer of EAGLE™ washing equipment. ELJAY™ and CEDARAPIDS® are trademarks of Terex USA, LLC and/or Terex Corporation, POWERSCREEN® is a trademark of Terex GB, LLC of Northern Ireland and EAGLE™ is a trademark of Eagle Iron Works. Other names or designations for items of equipment described herein or offered for sale under our PDQ product line may be considered to be trademarks of the manufacturers of such products.